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The Reader on the 6.27 by Jean-Paul Didierlaurent – Pan Macmillan 978-1-44727-649-4 – PB - $16.99 – Fiction/Literary – 256 pp. - April 2016
An irresistible French sensation - Mr Penumbra's 24-hour Bookstore meets Amélie - The
Reader on the 6.27 explores the power of books through the lives of the people they save.
Once Again Assembled Here by Sean O'Brien – Pan Macmillan - 978-1-50980-071-1 –
PB - $28.99 – Fiction/Literary – 256 pp. - August 2016
As Stephen Maxwell writes the official history of Blake's, a minor public school steeped in
military tradition, he also reveals how forty years ago a secret conflict dating from the
Second World War re-enacted itself among staff and pupils, when Fascism once more made
its presence felt in the school and the city, with violent and nightmarish results.
The Most Heartless Town in Canada by Elaine McCluskey – Anvil Press Publishers 978-1-77214-035-4 – PB - $20.00 – Fiction/Literary – 288 pp. - February 2016
The Most Heartless Town in Canada looks at media agendas, amateur sport, family
dynamics, and the divide between rural and urban Canada.
Becoming Lin by Tricia Dower – Caitlin Press - 978-1-98791-507-5 – PB - $22.95 –
Fiction/Literary – 240 pp. - March 2016
Becoming Lin, the standalone follow up to Stony River, evokes the turbulent era of Freedom
Riders for civil rights, Vietnam war resistance, sisterhood and the push for equal rights for
women, new-age metaphysics, motivational psychology and the unravelling of the traditional
marriage contract - an era that resonates in today's persistent racism and sexism, perpetual
war and wide-reaching government surveillance.
Waste by Andrew F. Sullivan- Dzanc Books - 978-1-93810-340-7 – PB - $22.50 –
Fiction/Literary – 256 pp. - March 2016
Larkhill, Ontario. 1989. A city on the brink of utter economic collapse. On the brink of
violence. Driving home one night, unlikely passengers Jamie Garrison and Moses Moon hit a
lion at fifty miles an hour. Both men stumble away from the freak accident unharmed, but
somewhere out there in the dark, a man is still looking for his lion.
Wolf Lake by John Verdon – Counterpoint - 978-1-61902-733-6 – HC - $35.50 –
Fiction/Thrillers/Psychological – 375 pp. - July 2016
Could a nightmare be used as a murder weapon? That's the provocative question confronting
Gurney in the thrilling new installment in this series of international bestsellers .
Christadora by Tim Murphy – Grove/Atlantic - 978-0-80212-528-6 – HC - $38.50 –
Fiction/Literary – 496 pp. - August 2016
In this vivid and compelling novel, Tim Murphy follows a diverse set of characters whose
fates intertwine in an iconic building in Manhattan's East Village, the Christodora.
Christodora recounts the heartbreak wrought by AIDS, illustrates the allure and destructive
power of hard drugs, and brings to life the ever-changing city itself.
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I Will Find You: A Reporter Investigates the Life of the Man Who Raped Her by
Joanna Connors – Grove/Atlantic - 978-0-80212-260-5 – HC - $35.50 –
Biography/Personal Memoirs – 272 pp. - April 2016
An interweaving narrative about strength and survival about rape culture and violence in
America, I Will Find You is a brave, timely consideration of race, class, education and the
families that shape who we become, by a reporter and a survivor.
Eccentric Orbits: The Iridium Story by John Bloom – Grove/Atlantic 978-0-80212-168-4 – HC - $38.95 – Bus. & Econ/Corporate & Bus History – 496 pp. June 2016
Impeccably researched and wonderfully told, Eccentric Orbits is a rollicking, unforgettable
tale of technological achievement, business failure, the military-industrial complex, and one
of the greatest deals of all time.
The Beautiful Dead by Belinda Bauer – Grove/Atlantic - 978-0-80212-533-0 – HC $35.50 – Fiction/Thrillers – 320 pp. - August 2016
Crime reporter Eve Singer's career is on the downward slope when a spate of bizarre
murders-each carefully orchestrated and advertised like performance art-begin in her
territory. Covering these very public crimes revives her byline, but as the killer becomes
increasingly obsessed with her, Eve realizes there's a thin line between inside information
and becoming an accomplice to murder-possibly her own.
Born on a Tuesday by Elnathan John – Grove/Atlantic - 978-0-80212-482-1 – PB $22.95 – Fiction/Literary – 256 pp. - May 2016
From two-time Caine Prize finalist Elnathan John, a dynamic young voice from Nigeria,
Born on a Tuesday is a stirring, starkly rendered first novel about a young boy struggling to
find his place in a society that is fracturing along religious and political lines.
Japanese Tattoos by Brian Ashcraft and Hori Benny – Tuttle Publishing 978-4-80531-351-0 – PB - $22.95 – Social Science/Popular Culture – 160 pp. - May 2016
Thinking of getting a Japanese-style tattoo? Want to avoid a permanent mistake? Japanese
Tattoos is an insider's look at the world of Japanese irezumi (tattoos).
The Tiger and the Wolf by Adrian Tchaikovsky – Pan Macmillan - 978-1-50981-510-4 –
PB - $28.99 – Fiction/Fantasy/General – 550 pp. - March 2016
A child of two worlds, a young girl must escape to survive, in this first book of a brand new
fantasy series.
Olympic Lyon: The Story of the Last Medal for Golf by Michael Cochrane – Legal Intel
– 978-0-99485-452-0 – PB - $19.95 – Biography/Autobiography- Sports – April 2016
Olympic Lyon follows mysterious world golf legend George Lyon's incredible journey from a
small town outside of Ottawa, Canada to a gold medal at the final golf match of the 1904
Olympics at the Glen Echo Golf Club near St. Louis.
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